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ince moving to Florida from Texas in 1989, Dallas has discovered a 
number of reasons to call Venice a happy home. After meeting his wife, 
Kati Council, in 2002, the couple joyfully married and was blessed 
with their first child, Jackson, that year. During this time, Dallas recalls, 

“I always knew the AAMCO name because of my parents’ history with the 
company, so when we were deciding to grow our family, I started there.” Not 
long after passing the required service courses, Dallas secured his first position 
with AAMCO in 2003 as a full-time customer service manager and happily 
notes, “I never looked back!” 

While expanding their family with daughters Alexandra (13) and Ava 
(9) as well as growing the AAMCO business, Dallas and Kati 

agree that family time is a top priority. Together, this athletic 
bunch savor quality time by fishing, running and training 

for races, as well as relaxing and sharing laughter 
on family vacations. As a father, Dallas seeks 

to model an active lifestyle for his children 
by demonstrating a positive, happy and 

driven outlook on life. Even when 
facing trying days as Dad, he reminds 

himself, “These moments go by so 
fast. Relish it as much as you can.” 

In addition to parenthood, Dallas 
extends his chipper, self-starter 
character to the board of a local 
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Utilizing an upbeat mindset along with motivation, passion and 
kindness can be a valuable skill when balancing the unexpected 
twists and turns of any day. For family man and AAMCO 
Transmissions of Venice owner Dallas Council, applying these 
traits brings harmony to his life as a father, husband, community 
devotee, and successful businessman.    

Transmissions 
of Venice

teen organization called the Warehouse of Venice. This inspiring 
outreach program strengthens the commitment of middle- and 
high-school-age teens who choose to live a drug-free life. Both 
Dallas and Kati share a commitment to community involvement 
and have served on a number of boards including Venice Area 
Chamber of Commerce, Venice Area Young Professionals, and 
Venice Heritage, Inc. 

t’s no wonder why Dallas came to discover AAMCO, 
a company that also possesses a passion for service 
exceeding expectations. Among his duties as store owner 
and marketing personnel, Dallas and his crew take 

on a multitude of responsibilities to ensure customers have 
exceptional experiences and keep their ride on the road. This 
one-stop shop excels in servicing transmissions, while also 
tending to the maintenance of brakes, tires, belts, and so much 
more. At a number of locations, including the Councils’ most 
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recently purchased shop on 2856 Clark Road in Sarasota, car 
owners can expect an applaudable level of transparency and a job 
done right the first time for a fair price.  Describing the best part of 
each day, Dallas says, “Interacting with customers and being able to 
help them sustain their vehicles is what I enjoy most.”  

Whether he’s picking up his kids from school or giving customers 
a helpful ride home, you can find Dallas around town living by 
his motto, “Always smile and be positive.” For all your car care 
needs, visit your nearest AAMCO to ensure your wheels are in the 
right hands. 

For more information about this advertorial, call 941.488.4411 
or log on to VeniceAAMCO.com. Located at 299 US-41 Bypass 
South in Venice, AAMCO Transmissions of Venice is open from  
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 
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Dallas (second 
from left) and  
the AAMCO 
team will help 
you keep your 
ride on the road. 
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